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Discussion: 88.9 KETR airs a number of long-form programs that give significant treatment to issues facing its audiences and the local community.

Issue Date Time Duration Description
Government 10/8/2022 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA: We meet Montserrat Arredondo, a seasoned organizer in Phoenix overseeing a coalition of more

than 30 community groups across Arizona.
Government 10/15/2022 17:00 0:54:00 Latino USA: We dive into the politics of oil and gas and how many of the Latinos and Latinas who work in this

industry have also turned Republican in recent years.
Immigration 10/22/2022 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA: We meet Miguel Castillo and he tells us about the dangers and harsh working conditions in the oil

and gas industry.
Immigration 10/29/2022 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA: Journalist and artist Sayre Quevedo gets some news about his long-lost grandmother that leads him

on a journey to find out what happened to her.
Immigration 11/5/2022 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA: Maria Hinojosa has an intimate conversation with, author and journalist Carmen Rita Wong as they

discuss her new memoir “Why Didn’t You Tell Me?”
Immigration 11/12/2022 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA: Introducing The Last Cup, by Futuro Studios and NPR. Host, Jasmine Garsd, takes us to Argentina to

meet a young Leo Messi, a rising soccer star. We learn why he left his country and longed to return.
Government 11/19/2022 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA: Kicking off our special post-election coverage, we hear from our very own Latino USA and In The

Thick listeners, who called in and told us what issues mattered most to them as they headed to the polls.
Government 11/26/2022 17:00 0:54:01 Latino USA: Latino USA tells the story of Richard Oakes, an Indigenous leader in the Red Power Movement of the

1960s, starting with his childhood in a Mohawk neighborhood in Brooklyn.
Immigration 12/3/2022 17:00 0:54:00 Latino USA: We head down to southern Arizona with a group of volunteers that search for missing migrants in

the Sonoran Desert. And we learn how the Border Patrol’s deterrence policies have funneled migrants to this
dangerous region.

Crime 12/10/2022 17:00 0:54:00 Latino USA: Maria Hinojosa and Peniley Ramírez introduce us to Genaro García Luna, detailing the former
Mexico top security official’s alleged ties to corruption and the Sinaloa drug cartel through Ramirez’s 10-year
investigation.

Education 12/17/2022 17:00 0:54:00 Latino USA: Maria Hinojosa speaks with MIT President Rafael Reif in a conversation that soon gets emotional as
they reflect on the value of mutual respect, humanity—and their fathers.

Crime 10/8/22 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: Texas Matters highlights the deep reporting by Paul Flahive into a how Texas failed a young girl
who was in the foster care system, was trafficked and eventually died.

Government 10/15/2022 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: Thomas Mitchell Campbell was the 24th Governor of Texas. He was a progressive and reformer
that broke the back of conservatives who didn't want public funded education or regulation of the railroad.



Government 10/22/2022 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: David Martin Davies speaks with Republican State Rep. Lyle Larson about why he's done with the
Texas Republican Party and why he's endorsing Democrat Mike Collier for lieutenant governor; Records from the
primary show that the new Texas voting restrictions are causing massive disenfranchisement and huge racial
disparities; Why is the state of Texas sending election monitors to Harris County.

Crime 10/29/2022 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: When East Texas voting rights advocate Frank J. Robinson died under mysterious circumstances in
1976, his death was first called a murder. However, then officials said it was a suicide. This is a true crime story
that deals with voting rights, violent racism and jusitce.

Government 11/5/2022 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: David Martin Davies reports there are more election deniers on the ballot in Texas than any other
state, and one group of Republicans is pushing back.When it comes to how hard it is to vote, Texas has gone
from bad to worse.And will young people turn out to vote this election?

Crime 11/12/2022 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: David Martin Davies continues the story of East Texas voting rights advocate Frank J. Robinson
who died in 1976 under mysterious circumstances.

Education 11/19/2022 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: David Martin Davies discusses the Texas teacher shortage with TPR Education Reporter Camille
Phillips.

Immigration 11/26/2022 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: We hear a migrant's story and learn about her journey from Haiti to the U.S. And trapped in
Afghanistan—how Texans are trying to help allies escape the Taliban. Plus, Boerne's 'International Bridge.'

Government 12/17/2022 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: He stood up to Gov. Greg Abbott and SB8 when he performed an illegal abortion, and he dared
people to sue him — and they did. Dr. Alan Braid tells his story to TPR's David Martin Davies.

Crime 12/31/2022 12:00 0:29:00 Texas Matters: The world changed when an 18-year old gunman entered Robb Elementary School in Uvalde,
Texas. School mass shootings are not new but Uvalde was different not only because of the ease of access to
deadly weapons of war for the mentally unstable but also because of the multiple failures by the Texas DPS and
other law enforcement to confront the gunman and save the students' lives.

Health 10/15/2022 12:30 0:30:00 On this week's 51%, we recognize Breast Cancer Awareness Month and sit down with Dr. Lisa Curcio, director of
breast surgery at Northern Dutchess Hospital with Nuvance Health, to learn how to manage our risks, identify
symptoms early, and navigate treatment. And what exactly is happening during a mammogram? Dr. Wendy
DeMartini, professor of radiology at Stanford University School of Medicine, discusses the factors that can mask
or impact your results, and how technological advances are making screening easier. Guests: Dr. Lisa Curcio,
director of breast surgery at Northern Dutchess Hospital; Dr. Wendy DeMartini, professor of radiology and chief
of the Breast Imaging Division in the Department of Radiology at Stanford University School of Medicine
National Cancer Institute - Breast Cancer Risk Assessment Tool National Breast Cancer Foundation, Inc. - Free
Educational Guides on Breast Cancer

Government 11/12/2022 12:30 0:30:00 The federal government has approved billions of dollars in incentives for infrastructure and chip-manufacturing
projects across the country. On this week's 51%, we speak with U.S. Commerce Secretary Gina Raimondo about
how she hopes to use that funding to advance women in STEM and the trades. We also sit down with Celeste
Warren, vice president of Merck's Global Diversity and Inclusion Center of Excellence, to discuss how employees
at all levels can help build a more inclusive workplace with her new guide How to Be a Diversity and Inclusion
Ambassador. Guests: U.S. Commerce Secretary Gina Raimondo; Celeste Warren, author of How to Be a Diversity
and Inclusion Ambassador



Health 11/26/2022 12:30 0:30:00 On this week's 51%, activist Laura Kaplan discusses her 1995 book The Story of Jane: The Legendary
Underground Feminist Abortion Service, and reflects on its relevance today. Kaplan herself was a member of
Chicago's Jane Collective, an underground organization that helped women attain abortions in the years leading
up to the Supreme Court's decision on Roe v. Wade. We also hear from WSKG's Phoebe Taylor-Vuolo about the
difference between modern abortion clinics and crisis pregnancy centers – and how the often close proximity of
the two can confuse pregnant patients Guest: Laura Kaplan, author of The Story of Jane: The Legendary
Underground Feminist Abortion Service You can find Phoebe Taylor-Vuolo's story on crisis pregnancy centers
here.


